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0 
Let A be a ring and 2I an ideal of A. The arithmetical rank of 21 in A 
(denoted ara, a) is the minimum number of elements of A generating ‘?I 
up to radical. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Set A = k[x,, x1 , . . . . x,] CxO, x,, _,_, xn,, where k is an infinite field, 
and let rU be an ideal of A generated by monomials in the xi and such that all 
its minimal prime over-ideals have height 6 t. Then ara, B < n - [n/t] + 1. 
The arithmetical rank of monomial ideals has been studied by several 
authors. In [ 12, 131, for example, the result of the above theorem is proved 
in some special cases. 
On the other hand in [8] we stated the conjecture to the effect that 
every algebraic set l’c P” of pure codimension t can be set-theoretically 
cut out by n - [n/t] + 1 hypersurfaces. Supporting evidence for this conjec- 
ture is as follows: 
(a) Faltings’ result [4], which says that if VC P” is of pure codimen- 
sion t then the cohomological dimension of P” - V is at most n - [n/t]. 
(b) Our result [8], which says that Faltings’ estimate is exact for all 
t and n. In fact there always exists a monomial ideal in the homogeneous 
coordinate ring of P” realizing equality in Faltings’ estimate (cf. [6, Exam- 
ple 11). 
(c) Our result [9, Theorem 61, which says that algebraic subsets of 
pure codimension t = 2, or 3 of P” defined by monomial ideals in the 
homogeneous coordinate ring of P” can be cut out set-theoretically by 
n - [n/t] + 1 hypersurfaces. Thus the theorem of this paper provides 
additional supporting evidence for the above conjecture. 
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Our proof makes use of an idea of Cowsik [2] concerning the finite 
generation of the symbolic Rees algebra of a radical ideal in a regular local 
ring. There exist ideals for which this algebra is not finitely generated, for 
example, the defining ideal of 16 points in general position in P* [lo]. 
Examples of prime ideals in k[x, y, z](~, y, zj have also been given [ 111, 
whereas the problem seems to be open for prime ideals in k[ [x, y, z]]. 
In another direction, several authors have proved the finite generation in 
some special cases [3,5]. A key ingredient of our proof is Proposition 1, 
which establishes the finite generation of the symbolic Rees algebra for all 
monomial ideals. 
1 
In the sequel we call every ideal of the form (x1, xi,, . . . . x,.) a face ideal. 
Let 2I be a square-free monomial ideal and ‘LI,, a,, . . . . ‘911, its minimal 
prime over-ideals. Then every 8, is a face ideal and ‘9I = n ‘ui. Moreover, 
‘$I(“) = n ‘%I” where ‘?I(“) is the nth symbolic power of 2I. For any integer 
r > 0 denote’ by S”+ the set of all ordered r-tuples of non-negative integers. 
The set Z; is partially ordered in the usual way; i.e., (z,, z2, . . . . z,) 6 
(4 7 4 3 . . . . z:) if and only if zi d z,! for all i. 
In the next proposition we will use the fact that any subset of Z; has 
finitely many minimal elements. 
PROPOSITION 1. The graded A algebra B=A@2l@2I”‘@ . . . @ 
2X(“) @ . . . is finitely generated over A. 
ProoJ: For every monomial y = x:x;’ ... x2 we denote by deg, y 
the exponent ri and by deg,,y the sum of all ri such that xi~21j. 
With these conventions, a monomial y beiongs to ‘%I”“’ if and only if 
deg,, y > m for every i between 1 and S. To every monomial which is part 
of a minimal system of generators of ‘+I(“’ we associate the element 
z(y)=(zO,zl ,..., z,,z,+ ,,..., z,+,+~)EZ?++~+~ such that 
ifOdi<n 
if i>n+ 1. 
Denote by Z(2I) the set of all such elements of Z;+’ +S as y runs through 
all minimal generators of ?I’“’ and m runs through all positive integers. Let 
y,, y,, . . . . yg be the monomials such that z( yi), z(y2), . . . . z(y,) are the 
minimal elements of Z(a). I claim B is generated by y,, y,, . . . . y,. (If yi is 
part of a minimal system of generators of 21z’“1’, then y, has degree mi as an 
element of B.) 
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Let y be some monomial from Cu’“), i.e., some element of degree m of B. 
It is enough to show that if y is not one of the y,, . . . . y,, then there is an 
integer id g such that y = yi .j, where j E 21z’“-“J. But since y,, y2, . . . . y, 
are the minimal elements of E(a), there is one of them, say yj, such that 
z(y,) <z(y). Then y =yi.j, where deg,,j >m -m, for every i, which 
means y E %I’” - mI). Q.E.D. 
We need one more definition in order to state the next proposition. Let 
y=ylny,n . . . n y, be a monomial ideal which is the intersection of 
several monomial ideals yi, yz, . . . . y, each one of which is primary to a face 
ideal. Let h be the height of the face ideal Yl+Y2+ ... +y,. Denote by v 
the minimum number j such that there exist y;,, ylZ, . . . . yi, such that 
yl+yZ+ ... +yr= yi,+yh+ ... +y,, and set size y=n+v-k. 
PROPOSITION 2. Depth A/y > size y. 
ProoJ We use induction on r. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that there exist yil, yi2, . . . . yi,-, such that 
JYil+Yi*+ 
Jy1+y*+ ‘.. +yr= 
... + yi,_, + y,. Since we are dealing with monomial ideals, 
yIny2n ... ~Y,~~+Y,=(Y,+Y,)~(Y,+Y,)~ ... NY,-,+Y,)=Y’. Then 
size y,ny,n ... ny,-,>sizey (1) 
size y’ = -1 + size y. (2) 
The short exact sequence 
O+A/y+A/(y,n ... ny,-,)OA/y,-+A/y’+O 
gives rise to a long exact sequence of local cohomology modules with sup- 
port in m, the maximal ideal of A. By induction Hi(A/y,) = 0 if i < size yr; 
Hk(A/y’)=O if i<sizey’= -l+sizey and Hi(A/y,n ... ny,-,)=O if 
i < size y. 
The long exact sequence then implies that Hi(A/y ) = 0 if i < size y, i.e., 
depth A/y 2 size y. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3. If 2I is square-free, then n + l-depth A/2l< ara 2I < 
n + 1 - min, depth A/%(“‘. 
Proof The left-hand inequality, in fact, was proved in [7]. For the 
right-hand inequality, observe, following [2], that since B is finitely 
generated there exists an integer r such that A @ ‘8”’ 0 21t2’) 0
W3’) @ . . . 0 91”“““@ . . . is generated by a(‘), i.e., a(“‘) = (NZ(‘))m for all m. 
By Burch [I] we know that the analytic spread of ‘$I”’ is at most n + l- 
min, depth A/(5@))“’ and therefore ‘?I (‘I has a reduction generated by at 
most n + 1 - min, depth A/(%(r))m elements. Every reduction, of course, 
has the same radical as (2I@‘) itself. Q.E.D. 
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The main theorem now follows from the trivial observation that if all 
minimal prime over-ideals of ‘$I are of height at most t, then size tit”‘) = 
size(!Hy n WJ n . . + n a;) is at least [n/t]. 
Thus, by Propositions 3 and 2, ara 2I <n + 1 - min, depth A/YII’“’ d 
n + 1 -size Iu’“’ <n + 1 - [n/t]. 
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